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Q1 How many children do you have currently attending our academy?
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Q2 What year group/s are they in?
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Q3 My child is happy at St. James'.
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53.72% 101
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Q4 My child feels safe at St. James'.
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31.38% 59
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Q5 St. James' makes sure its pupils are well behaved.
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68.62% 129
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Q6 My child has been bullied and the school dealt with the bullying
quickly and effectively.
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Q7 St. James' makes me aware of what my child will learn during the
year.
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34.57% 65
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Q8 When I have raised concerns with the school they have been dealt
with properly.
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12.77% 24

87.23% 164

Q9 Does your child have special educational needs or disabilities
(SEND)?
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45.45% 10

45.45% 10
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Q10 My child has SEND, and St. James' team gives them the support
they need to succeed.
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Q11 St. James' has high expectations for my child.
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Q12 My child does well at St. James'.
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28.57% 52
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Q13 St. James' lets me know how my child is doing.
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33.52% 61
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Q14 There is a good range of subjects available to my child at St.
James'.
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Q15 My child can take part in clubs and activities at St. James'.
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Q16 St. James' supports my child’s wider personal development.
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96.70% 176

3.30% 6

Q17 I would recommend St. James' to another parent.
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5.92% 10

17.75% 30
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Q18 Can you identify the three St. James' Christian Values?
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89.35% 151

10.65% 18

Q19 Would you identify as being a part of the St. James' family?
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75.74% 128

1.18% 2

23.08% 39

Q20 Do you believe that St. James' celebrates difference in our
children?
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Q21 What do you think are the best things about St. James' as a church
school?

Answered: 116 Skipped: 72
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 My child continues to learn fundamental morals and more importantly enjoys learning them. 1/14/2020 7:54 PM

2 I like it that parents are able to come into the school hall to see class worships. They make
me cry but in a good way.

1/14/2020 11:53 AM

3 Values 1/4/2020 11:52 PM

4 That it gives the children a focus on moral and spiritual values every day of the week. 12/26/2019 5:42 PM

5 Very caring and informative about children’s development 12/25/2019 10:20 PM

6 Child centred social development and fun - the pta events are great and the focus of the
school on values is fantastic. Your social media efforts are great .

12/24/2019 1:29 PM

7 Worship time, Christian values 12/24/2019 11:09 AM

8 Teachers are committed and hard working 12/22/2019 5:57 PM

9 Small, community based, loving, nuturing, friendly. 12/22/2019 3:19 PM

10 The way they are an all inclusive school and no child is treated any different. Every child has
the opportunity to participate in every event and all are treated equally. The teachers go
above and beyond for the children and both vice principal and head principal show the love
and passion they have for the children.

12/21/2019 9:09 PM

11 The love, care and support given to the children. The children are supported to be the best
and to achieve to the highest of their ability. The little things that means so much to the
children e.g music on arrival. always a member of staff to greet and at the end of the day.

12/21/2019 3:21 PM

12 Having a good strong relationship with St James Church. 12/21/2019 10:44 AM

13 Christian values underpinning the way we treat each other and the community . Links with
the church through worships and Christmas . Singing .

12/21/2019 7:42 AM

14 Good communication mechanisms are used such as website, apps to keep parents updated.
I like the fact that the teachers I have met so far are very friendly and do a great job to make
the children feel part of a bigger family. I have also been impressed so far with the leadership
team and like the way Mr Payne and Mr Brown really get involved and lead By example and
seem to get involved with everything. I.e. school events, Christmas, such as dressing up as
Santa etc. Also, the reception teachers in my daughters class have worked really hard this
year to make my daughter to settle quickly into school life. Mr Parsons and his team work
hard to make learning a fun and positive experience.

12/20/2019 9:30 PM

15 Encourages good values 12/20/2019 7:12 PM

16 does lots of different activities with and for the kids 12/20/2019 2:39 PM

17 The values it promotes for the children and the caring nature of the staff. 12/20/2019 2:22 PM

18 I like that St James allows children to succeed and have a go at many different activities and
is not just an academic school. My children often talk about worship and the new ARK
programme seems to be interesting.

12/20/2019 12:42 PM

19 It's a lovely community and the staff work hard to create magical memories 12/20/2019 12:11 PM

20 Faith 12/20/2019 9:05 AM

21 Teachers clearly love the kids and make Christian values and teaching soft skills a core part
of education.

12/19/2019 10:08 PM

22 The link with the church is good and the services are entertaining and informative. 12/19/2019 6:33 PM

23 The school is fun and creative which makes for a lovely learning environment 12/19/2019 4:59 PM

24 Good values and links with the community. 12/19/2019 4:05 PM

25 I think the lessons that can be learned from the bible are important. 12/19/2019 2:07 PM

26 Good values 12/19/2019 1:07 PM

27 We love the values that Christianity instills in us as a nation and the fact that the children are
being encouraged down this value line is invaluable to us as a family and a society.

12/19/2019 10:39 AM

28 Values based approach - positive inclusion 12/19/2019 6:44 AM

29 Showing respect for all, while sharing the light of Christ 12/19/2019 12:43 AM
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30 Use of the church, prayers, strong christian values, involvement in the community, charity
support / collection

12/18/2019 11:13 PM

31 Family atmosphere Engaging with parents 12/18/2019 10:49 PM

32 Values - teaching love, forgiveness and hope Giving children exposure to spiritual wellbeing
Encouraging the community to engage in the school e.g. through joint events and shared
spaces.

12/18/2019 9:25 PM

33 The community feel, the dedication of the staff and the ARK project 12/18/2019 8:42 PM

34 Utilising the church, the community and church staff to support the learning and diversity of
the children

12/18/2019 8:26 PM

35 You live and breathe the ethos of the Christian faith. Every child is nurtured and included
whatever their individual needs or family background.

12/18/2019 7:31 PM

36 They have access to a beautiful church, they respect the Christian faith 12/18/2019 5:51 PM

37 The school has a family feel and all the staff from the office to teachers & TA’s and the
principles are approachable

12/18/2019 3:56 PM

38 Fun approach to learning in a happy supportive environment. 12/18/2019 3:50 PM

39 Faith is at the heart of the school ethos. 12/18/2019 3:32 PM

40 The staff 12/18/2019 3:11 PM

41 alright 12/18/2019 10:20 AM

42 My kid seems happy and enjoying it, most of the time, which is brilliant 12/18/2019 8:56 AM

43 Sense of community. Incredible staff 12/18/2019 7:11 AM

44 Sports clubs Great teachers who care Driven head teacher 12/18/2019 7:05 AM

45 Promotes good values 12/18/2019 4:16 AM

46 The community atmosphere 12/18/2019 3:23 AM

47 Nurturing environment 12/17/2019 9:20 PM

48 We are not religious, but I don’t feel that the Christian message is pushed too strongly at St
James. I enjoy the singing and values aspects of St James as a Christian school, but would
not want it to be any more dominant in the teaching than it currently is.

12/17/2019 8:36 PM

49 It teaches the children good values 12/17/2019 8:33 PM

50 They teach my children morals, kindness, love and a whole range of subjects. They are an
academy but have kept the Christian faith which I love. It has a family community feel and is
a warm and friendly atmosphere

12/17/2019 8:03 PM

51 It is a nurturing, friendly and supportive place that also encourages and promotes my child's
development

12/17/2019 7:14 PM

52 The strong association with the church 12/17/2019 6:35 PM

53 Underlying morality. Christian principles are instilled in the children. 12/17/2019 6:19 PM

54 Well behaved children 12/17/2019 5:24 PM

55 It’s a lovely school that has a friendly and inclusive atmosphere. 12/17/2019 4:01 PM

56 The dedication 12/17/2019 3:45 PM

57 I feel the school does a good job of communicating strong Christian values to the children. 12/17/2019 3:27 PM

58 Inclusion 12/17/2019 3:25 PM

59 Community fun spirit a strong head teacher who is relatable 12/17/2019 3:00 PM

60 Promotes Christian values, strong sense of family/community and looks outwardly to the
local and global community

12/17/2019 2:41 PM

61 Fun-music, snow! The teaching staff are excellent. The children really identify with them Lots
of interaction with the parents through various mediums

12/17/2019 2:36 PM

62 It feels like a community not just a school 12/17/2019 2:25 PM
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63 The encouragement and support the children receive. The worship sessions. 12/17/2019 2:20 PM

64 Personally we aren't regligious so its not so important to us. But agree with the core values
of the school.

12/17/2019 2:16 PM

65 A warm community connection with a close family feel focussing on love and learning. 12/17/2019 1:54 PM

66 Blending of church and school activities 12/17/2019 1:49 PM

67 Communication 12/17/2019 1:33 PM

68 Sense of inclusion for each pupil and excellent staff. 12/17/2019 1:32 PM

69 Good sense of community Teachers very engaged 12/17/2019 1:28 PM

70 That it's okay to be a ChrIstian! children pray and hear His name. Prayer group active on
premises.

12/17/2019 1:27 PM

71 Teach them to have good values. 12/17/2019 1:15 PM

72 . 12/17/2019 1:14 PM

73 The focus on the child and there well being before and it being a place they enjoy spending
there timeat

12/17/2019 1:07 PM

74 its community feel, its standards, its care for the children, its uniform, its teaching 12/17/2019 12:50 PM

75 The sense of community is lovely. 12/17/2019 12:35 PM

76 Positive values 12/17/2019 12:17 PM

77 Caring ethos 12/17/2019 12:17 PM

78 It is a caring and nurturing school with a strong Christian ethos that promotes Christian
values and morals.

12/17/2019 12:16 PM

79 The smallest of the school so children can get to know everyone 12/17/2019 12:12 PM

80 Underlying moral message is a good one. Key principles of morality that religion can support,
though such morality is not only to be found in church schools and could be taught outside a
church environment.

12/17/2019 12:09 PM

81 The whole teaching staff are excellent 12/17/2019 12:08 PM

82 i think the fact that you have that amazing church in your grounds is great - but I would like to
see you use it more - for choir perhaps or services. get the children in there more - I don't
often here that our daughter has had the opportunity to go in there?

12/17/2019 12:05 PM

83 The values taught. 12/17/2019 12:00 PM

84 Friendly approachable staff. 12/17/2019 11:49 AM

85 The support from the stuff is brilliant 12/17/2019 11:38 AM

86 Inclusion - education that we are all equal regardless of race or colour. I love that the school
has a mix of children from varied backgrounds. I love that the school teaches our children
about different religious beliefs, I can honestly say that I have learned a lot talking with my
daughter about what she has learned at school.

12/17/2019 11:38 AM

87 The variation and volume of learning outside the classroom 12/17/2019 11:37 AM

88 Teaching the children to be wholesome individuals and valued members of society. 12/17/2019 11:35 AM

89 It gives my child the opportunity to explore her religious values. 12/17/2019 11:34 AM

90 My children are happy to go to school each day. The vast majority of pupils seem very
happy.

12/17/2019 11:28 AM

91 They teach about Christianity but not preach. The school is involved in the community 12/17/2019 11:24 AM

92 Values 12/17/2019 11:18 AM

93 educating about all religions. school nativity play kept alive 12/17/2019 11:13 AM

94 The way in which the Christian ethos and values are promoted. The curriculum which allows
for personal development as well as academic development The professionalism and
kindness of the staff The exciting way in which the curriculum is delivered

12/17/2019 8:58 AM

95 Christian values of kindness, forgiveness, empathy and love are central to everything the 12/17/2019 7:54 AM
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school does. That reflects in the children.

96 Values of charity, family and inclusion 12/16/2019 9:26 PM

97 St James' has made us feel part of the family and we value the inclusion. 12/16/2019 7:38 PM

98 Teaching about Christianity 12/16/2019 7:33 PM

99 Focuses on being kind and loving. Appears to think about more than reading and writing.
Nice community school

12/16/2019 6:59 PM

100 Opportunity for children to collectively worship and think about gratitude and sacrifice (11
nov) and kindness.

12/16/2019 3:57 PM

101 My child learning Christian values through worship and song. 12/16/2019 11:02 AM

102 The children are exposed to religious worship and activities - enriching their life experiences. 12/16/2019 9:42 AM

103 Everything 12/15/2019 10:17 PM

104 Family community 12/14/2019 1:21 PM

105 Teaching Staff 12/13/2019 9:22 PM

106 That they teach values as well as curriculum. 12/13/2019 11:11 AM

107 Christian values through the curriculum, regular whole school worship, part of a wider church
community which spans ages

12/13/2019 12:51 AM

108 Access to a church 12/12/2019 5:40 PM

109 I believe the children will grow up with sense of respect, love and community! I think being
part of a church the children learn from young ages very important values. Very important in
my opinion.

12/12/2019 6:04 AM

110 Community spirit. 12/11/2019 7:37 PM

111 Sense of community 12/11/2019 1:59 PM

112 Nice community feel, excellent headmaster who has re-energised the school and is clearly
passionate about his job. New online payment system is huge improvement.

12/11/2019 9:48 AM

113 The best part is that you guys help the children realise what being a Christian is all about. 12/10/2019 8:37 PM

114 Warm, welcoming, professional Part of a family Amazing teachers 12/10/2019 2:57 PM

115 There is a very kind, wholesome feel about the school throughout so far. 12/10/2019 2:40 PM

116 Communication and honest values, kindness 12/10/2019 2:39 PM
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Q22 What do you think we could do better as a church school?
Answered: 81 Skipped: 107
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Nothing, you are great! 1/14/2020 7:54 PM

2 Mildly god fearing at times 1/6/2020 3:15 PM

3 Not sure 1/4/2020 11:52 PM

4 Not much really. Maybe more singing of church hymns /songs? 12/26/2019 5:42 PM

5 Unbiased recognition for all Children for their achievements. 12/25/2019 10:20 PM

6 More Academic streaming to allow children to reach their potential and following through on
things you say you are going to do eg in year 5 my child was told she could record videos for
the school website teaching parents maths techniques - this never happened and in year 6
the enterprise project was never completed. Personally I would prefer more regular
independent homework in year 6 to prepare them for secondary school - the projects seem
optional

12/24/2019 1:29 PM

7 Vary the day of the week of INSET days, project outcomes and class worship. They always
seem to be on the same day of the week so if you work part time you might always miss one
key event.

12/22/2019 5:57 PM

8 Nothing 12/22/2019 3:19 PM

9 Maybe just send emails out abit sooner relating to events for the children or mufti days 12/21/2019 9:09 PM

10 Go out into the community more. More linking of Christianity to the study that we do. 12/21/2019 7:42 AM

11 Some more communication in the first few weeks of school would have been helpful for
reception children as the first parents evening seemed a little late in the first term. Some
more regular use of tapestry to share progress at the individual level would be nice. Also, I
think there should be clearer explanation and guidelines on the use of balloons as reward
and motivator for parents so they can offer more encouragement as sometimes not getting a
ballon can demotivate children who are still only very young and starting out in their first
experience at school.

12/20/2019 9:30 PM

12 more ICT 12/20/2019 2:39 PM

13 I feel if church attendance was again part of the admission criteria this would help a great
deal. It was such a shame this changed. Also to acknowledge and celebrate kindness and
thoughtfulness. This is very lacking and should be encouraged and celebrated. It's a great
thing to encourage and a positive skill to have in children and adults. The gift of giving.

12/19/2019 6:33 PM

14 I would like more notice on events at school so that I can book tome off work to help 2 weeks
plus would be great

12/19/2019 4:59 PM

15 I don't think church schools should exist so I'm not too concerned with this. 12/19/2019 2:07 PM

16 I think you are incorporating faith really well but I do worry about how faith and some of the
more left wing views on sexuality etc are going to be handled. I hope that the school can
maintain a christian stance on it, but whilst being gentle enough to acknowledge that some
people make choices outside of this. I have heard children talking outside other schools that
"if you don't want to be a boy, you don't have to be, you can be a girl" and I hope that St
James doesn't present this as a model, but if this comes up with a student, it can be handled
sensitively by staff so as not to confuse the children. I know you will do the right thing, as you
always do, but I was worried by this comment from these other children.

12/19/2019 10:39 AM

17 I’m unaware of the stand out things at james does as a church school for the children other
than class worship and its values. Maybe promote the benefits more. Not sure why the
church criteria has been removed - there has been a notable difference in families joining the
school - conscious St James maybe at risk of losing the special community feel.

12/19/2019 12:47 AM

18 Trying not to lose emphasis on Christ 12/19/2019 12:43 AM

19 Xmas shoeboxes, more fundraising for local community needs / groups 12/18/2019 11:13 PM

20 Not at the moment 12/18/2019 10:49 PM

21 Help children learn about prayer and how to have reflective quiet time. Think carefully about
the role of the PSA now that times have changed and many parents work. It seems to be left
to a few, to keep many events / traditions going. Times are changing.

12/18/2019 9:25 PM

22 I know that a lot of support goes into all children despite differences they may have.
However, for some children achievements that may seem small to some can be enormous
milestones for others. It seems the more naturally talented children, where academic studies

12/18/2019 8:42 PM
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come easier get easily recognised, praise and reward. However, in my opinion those children
who struggle get far less recognition for their achievements. For example a child who is
gifted at maths gets high praise and reward vs a child who has put in huge effort to learn, for
example, a times table, where it does not come naturally does not receive the equivalent
praise.

23 Nothing 12/18/2019 7:31 PM

24 Nothing 12/18/2019 5:51 PM

25 I know there are a lot of challenging children in the school, and at break times sometimes the
younger ones get picked on by the older ones. Not sure if more staff can be available at
break times in the playground.

12/18/2019 3:56 PM

26 N/a 12/18/2019 3:32 PM

27 Better access to "Paying" after school clubs to children who can't afford the fees. Lego for
example

12/18/2019 3:11 PM

28 go into church more 12/18/2019 10:20 AM

29 Make the religious classes / worship classes optional and replace them with something more
relevant

12/18/2019 8:56 AM

30 Clearer home work instructions sometimes More music lessons/clubs 12/18/2019 7:05 AM

31 As above 12/17/2019 8:36 PM

32 Possibly not teach/mention that parents have to be married to have a child. Confusing for
young children

12/17/2019 8:33 PM

33 Nothing at present 12/17/2019 8:03 PM

34 Get engaged with town events, activities and themes more e.g. Arts by the sea festival and
the Climate Emergency declared by the council

12/17/2019 7:14 PM

35 I think faith is wider than Christianity. Need more promotion of other religions and also non
religious viewpoints. Especially regarding subjects such as evolution.

12/17/2019 7:04 PM

36 Encourage following the rules properly. 12/17/2019 6:54 PM

37 More opportunities for family worship 12/17/2019 6:35 PM

38 Highlighting this to prospective parents as a non-negotiable. 12/17/2019 6:19 PM

39 Nothing 12/17/2019 4:01 PM

40 After School hour for children with need for extra help 12/17/2019 3:45 PM

41 Ensuring that the wellbeing and needs of every child matters equally to the school - not just
those that are high priority.

12/17/2019 3:27 PM

42 Parents evening booking, great it was online but as the dates were known a while in
advance, why was the actual booking of times left to the last minute? Not convenient for
parents who work away or need to arrange child care for siblings

12/17/2019 3:25 PM

43 Better Sen support 12/17/2019 3:00 PM

44 Reminders re homework 12/17/2019 2:25 PM

45 Not relevant to us 12/17/2019 2:16 PM

46 Learn about different religions, race and choice in life. An understanding that people of
colour & non-conventional family life, ie: single parenting, same sex parenting, no siblings is
also positive and wonderful! More creative options of lessons instead of just academic such
as drama, dance, art etc

12/17/2019 1:54 PM

47 Not much to improve on. 12/17/2019 1:32 PM

48 1. Communication with individual parents/classes when events happen in class - e.g.
outbursts of physical violence (kicking/spitting) 2. Better evidence of repercussion for bad
behaviour - whilst forgiveness is a value, kids need to recognise continual poor behaviour
isn’t tolerated.

12/17/2019 1:28 PM

49 Have a believer leading RE. Hi-light more variety of local churches and promote their
activities more and encourage participation.

12/17/2019 1:27 PM

50 . 12/17/2019 1:14 PM
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51 From what I have heard, not experienced personally. More awareness of SEN team seeing
what parents see and not dismissing there issues as nothing

12/17/2019 1:07 PM

52 more individual support, encouragement and guidance, maybe more emotional 1 to 1's with
children....so check-in's focused on the mental and emotional well-being not the
academia...no box ticking....finding out more about the children.....just a suggestion as i
counsel students and it appears to help

12/17/2019 12:50 PM

53 Making children eat their packed lunch all of it 12/17/2019 12:12 PM

54 Understanding different views of religion and belief systems. Less focus on religion in
lessons learning religion as fact.

12/17/2019 12:09 PM

55 something i think would be amazing is could you lay astro turf in the carpark. a dragons den
company are doing this for free for schools...I think the church should embrace this for the
children and ask their weekly congregation to simply park at the bottom of the steps. much
safer also for them, instead of driving out. i would also like to mention something a bit
contentious. sorry about this. It is that on several times i have been asked to not bring the
dog on the school run. lots of people do and it is a public right of way. I kind of "got it"
though. he is sometimes noisy and some kids may be nervous. however, i've since seen that
their is a school dog. sits in Mr P's office. also that another teacher has a dog under her
desks somedays. Come on. That doesn't sound very equitable for you to ask parents not to
bring them to the steps..... Thank you for considering these points!

12/17/2019 12:05 PM

56 Nothing! Couldn’t ask for a better school for my daughter. 12/17/2019 11:38 AM

57 Behavioural issue need to be tackled quickly (extra support sort after if needed) 12/17/2019 11:37 AM

58 I can't think of anything specific 12/17/2019 11:35 AM

59 Get more involved with the church. It still seems a bit "us and them" to me. Communication
between staff members could still be improved in my experience as bun fight and a bakery
still comes to mind.

12/17/2019 11:34 AM

60 Don't know 12/17/2019 11:24 AM

61 More educational trips through year 12/17/2019 11:18 AM

62 More information about the progress the children are making 12/17/2019 8:58 AM

63 Nothing! 12/17/2019 7:54 AM

64 Use the church more frequently for events with the families 12/16/2019 9:26 PM

65 Unknown at this stage, too early to tell. 12/16/2019 7:38 PM

66 Praising children explicitly with certificate s for modelling values, i.e in celebration worship. 12/16/2019 7:33 PM

67 Recognise kids for being friendly to others, being inclusive, random acts of kindness. Etc. On
top of sport awards etc.

12/16/2019 6:59 PM

68 Nothing yet I can think of. 12/16/2019 3:57 PM

69 More singing. 12/16/2019 11:02 AM

70 No further suggestions 12/16/2019 9:42 AM

71 Nothing 12/15/2019 10:17 PM

72 ParentMail forms should have a “decline” or “do not give permission” to stop repeat
reminders because you haven’t submitted the form or payment.

12/13/2019 9:22 PM

73 Perhaps a broad awareness of other faiths and people who are not religious - most
importantly, that each person decides.

12/13/2019 8:13 PM

74 Not tell 5 year olds that two women can marry? My child is confused and keeps asking
questions which I think are not relevant to her psychological developmental stage, e.g. legal
situation of same sex couples in the UK and other countries. Is it necessary? I do hope next
thing up is not sex change...

12/13/2019 11:11 AM

75 Nothing, I’m happy! 12/13/2019 12:51 AM

76 Strictness 12/12/2019 5:40 PM

77 I think it’s great! 12/12/2019 6:04 AM

78 More info re church activities as part of parent mail 12/11/2019 1:59 PM
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79 Maybe a bit stricter when dealing with unruly pupils if possible. 12/11/2019 9:48 AM

80 More R.E 12/10/2019 8:37 PM

81 Nothing I can think of 12/10/2019 2:39 PM
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Q23 Generally, what do you feel are the positives about St. James'? 
What are we doing well?

Answered: 133 Skipped: 55
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 You make learning fun and this shows as all of the children seem very happy to be there.
Great job!

1/14/2020 7:58 PM

2 We love St. James'!! Everyone is so kind and caring and we think the committment that you
show to all children is amazing. Our child is excited every day about coming into school and
we think they learn all the right lessons about our differences, similarities and that we are all
unique in our own way. We love the enthusiasm of the staff, particularly when you do
surprise things for special occasions - music, dressing up and just being a friendly face and a
smile on the gate. We're sure there are things you could do better, we juyst can't work out
what they are!

1/14/2020 12:01 PM

3 Great and caring teachers 1/6/2020 3:17 PM

4 Good proactive school Good values Good communication Friendly staff 1/4/2020 11:54 PM

5 A very friendly and welcoming school. My child had made lots of progress and is really
happy. Lovely learning environment. Skilled and caring teachers and TA's. Two nativity
shows. Interesting phonics workshop - very informative.

12/26/2019 5:50 PM

6 Very secure and caring environment. Good arcademic progression 12/25/2019 10:24 PM

7 Lovely atmosphere and great connectivity with the church 12/24/2019 1:32 PM

8 Teachers are top, office staff always helpful, kids always want to go to school and come
home happy,

12/24/2019 11:25 AM

9 Everything! 12/22/2019 3:21 PM

10 Everything, I can not fault the teaching or the way the school is run. 12/21/2019 9:10 PM

11 Happy staff who really care. Happy children who feel safe secure and loved. Really lovely
atmosphere in the school. Making learning fun and engaging for all.

12/21/2019 3:25 PM

12 Allowing the children to be children, not adults. Keeping the children happy so that they
actually look forward to coming to school. The little extra touches like the snow machines,
the music at beginning and end of term etc.

12/21/2019 10:50 AM

13 The children all seem happy due to the family feel of the school and clearly committed staff.
There seems to be a good selection of after school clubs and opportunities within school for
sport, fun, first-hand experiences, etc. The weekly class updates on the website are useful.
The new electronic payments/sign ups are far more convenient.

12/21/2019 10:19 AM

14 It's a real family that accepts and works with everyone who.comes through the doors. It's a
place where children can do exciting things and that opens up the idea that they can do
anything. Teachers care about the children and how they do.

12/21/2019 7:49 AM

15 Nurturing environment where the children feel safe. 12/21/2019 6:47 AM

16 Generally most things u do well in! 12/21/2019 12:17 AM

17 The school feels like it’s a happy place which encourages learning in a fun environment, I
think this is really important at this age so the children can learn and continue to gain
confidence.

12/20/2019 9:45 PM

18 Really good teachers and teaching staff, good values and generally and all round excellent
school.

12/20/2019 7:15 PM

19 keeping the kids engaged 12/20/2019 2:40 PM

20 My children enjoy school and are definitely learning. I like that numerous different
teachers/TAs have input into their education. I appreciate the efforts that the teachers go to
to make learning fun and to give the children a well-rounded education. I like that the
children interact with children in other year groups and my son was so proud to be given a
buddy this year. Although I sometimes forget to read it - I like the weekly update (might be
useful to have an archive for when I have forgotten it). Now that I am getting used to the
parent mail it is making it easier to find notes. When we get them, the "Marvellous mes" are
great and it is useful when we see the Feedback 5 targets so that we can help to reinforce at
home. In fact, my sons both enjoy their one on one time with the teacher for Feedback 5.

12/20/2019 12:52 PM

21 Student engagement....fun factor. 12/20/2019 12:14 PM

22 Each child is known as an individual. 12/20/2019 5:29 AM

23 Everything 12/20/2019 4:49 AM
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24 Sport and the after school activities and choices are great. The hard working staff that are
dedicated to helping the children. Year 6 staff are amazing in every way.. Thank you.

12/19/2019 6:59 PM

25 I feel it’s a lovely community school, I like the fun things school does from playing music on
arrival to school sports day, Christmas carols, head and deputy dressing up and showing a
fun spirit. The video Updates on the website Buddy system, respect shown to the children.

12/19/2019 5:03 PM

26 Communication has improved. Also, paying for meals and activities through parentmail. 12/19/2019 4:11 PM

27 I applaud the way in which the school values each child in their own right and aims to
provide memorable experiences for the children.

12/19/2019 2:35 PM

28 Kids love school, always feels like a big family 12/19/2019 1:08 PM

29 I think the sense of family is outstanding, the kids love coming and I cannot recommend the
school to other parents highly enough. We regularly wax lyrical about your good work!

12/19/2019 10:39 AM

30 Great leadership Ambition for kids Listening to parents and changing/improving based on
feedback

12/19/2019 6:48 AM

31 Sense of community Kids feel safe and happy Teachers genuinely care Doing special
different things like having Copper in school Music to celebrate end of term - we love this
and are grateful Teacher child relationships seem equal but respected two way. I’ve left a lot
of feedback and suggestions but I genuinely feel delighted and very grateful for everything
the school do for my children. I consider them very fortunate to have St James as their
school.

12/19/2019 12:47 AM

32 Overall, the teachers and all the staff are doing a great job which is highly commendable 12/19/2019 12:46 AM

33 Having a senior member of staff at the front gate every morning knowing each and every
child's name, head or vice head teacher being at every event, facebook posts, the
opportunity to always speak to someone with any concerns/issues, being able to help in the
school or get involved as a parent, building the children's confidence by getting them
involved in performances in front of school and or parents, empowering them with important
roles in year 6, songs at start / finish of terms, our tree and snow machine at christmas, after
school clubs, parentmail, online lunch orders, approachable, helpful and efficient reception
staff.

12/18/2019 11:27 PM

34 Engaging with parents Happy atmosphere Inclusive 12/18/2019 10:52 PM

35 Love the communications including class weekly updates. Love the enthusiasm at end and
start of term and project hooks. Being so positive and Can Do attitude regarding difficulties
and challenges e.g. year 1. And Year 6 Really helpful admin / reception team. Always happy,
welcoming and understanding. Teachers care. So many children to look after, but always
time to listen to parents. Effort the teachers put in to make the lessons interesting and to
provide opportunities for children to show their learning to parents at project outcomes.

12/18/2019 9:32 PM

36 The positive, inclusive environment and culture. 12/18/2019 9:07 PM

37 Wonderful caring staff. An open door policy and Mr Payne always present at drop off and
pick up. Great humour and ethos. An Understanding of additional needs and a non
judgemental approach.

12/18/2019 8:58 PM

38 I love St James school and community. The staff and school as a whole feels friendly and
welcoming- it’s fun and engaging, supportive and inclusive. The “fun” elements like mufti
days, theme days, music, shows are all really brilliant and get the children excited about
being in school. Although I will have a grumble in the box below- thank you for all you do for
our kids - it is appreciated despite my constructive criticism below. Keep up the great work.

12/18/2019 8:38 PM

39 Great teachers and great structure 12/18/2019 8:15 PM

40 The sense of fun and enjoyment that is woven into the curriculum is amazing. The children
are so excited about what they are learning. Also the community feel it’s like an extension to
my own family.

12/18/2019 7:53 PM

41 My children are very happy and confident at St James. They feel safe and included. There
are lots of things for the parents to be involved in - plays, project outcomes etc.

12/18/2019 5:54 PM

42 Amazing teachers, great clubs, parentmail works a treat and PSA are great. 12/18/2019 3:59 PM

43 Positive encouragement and support of all the teachers. Great community feel with a fun
engaging head.

12/18/2019 3:55 PM

44 We all work well as part of a community. We have a strong leadership team with strong and
passionate teachers. The children are happy & content within the school environment. The

12/18/2019 3:40 PM
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school is particularly good at encouraging growth within each child skills & developing
passion for learning.

45 Caring and nurturing staff from the office staff and site manager to the school management
team

12/18/2019 3:13 PM

46 diffrences 12/18/2019 10:21 AM

47 Yes 12/18/2019 8:58 AM

48 Well organised, enriching programme for children. Fantastic teaching team and leadership. 12/18/2019 7:14 AM

49 Very friendly Approachable head Organised school 12/18/2019 7:05 AM

50 Make children feel they are part of a bigger family. 12/18/2019 4:26 AM

51 I think you are brilliant at praising and celebrating the children, building confidence. The
community atmosphere is wonderful.

12/18/2019 3:25 AM

52 Always feels like a welcoming place with a friendly atmosphere. 12/17/2019 9:09 PM

53 I love the general atmosphere in the school. The staff seem a happy and cohesive group. Mr
Payne is a great ambassador for the school and it is clear how hard he works. My daughter
is extremely happy at the school and her learning amazes us everyday.

12/17/2019 8:48 PM

54 Teachers are caring and kind. My child is happy and feels secure at school and has a good
rapport with teacher and TAs. Good environmental awareness.

12/17/2019 8:40 PM

55 The extensive effort and experience of the school fayres. So much fun, effort, detail in all
activities provided by the school. Communication and feedback. Friendly, approachable and
supportive teachers. Making fun and enjoyment out of learning. From all staff up to the head,
everyone makes an effort, keeps and gets stuck in

12/17/2019 8:07 PM

56 Encouraged by the way Rory is supported in his learning to really push his talents, thank you
Mrs Price. Also a special thank you to 115 club where Rory seems to be much happier this
year.

12/17/2019 7:19 PM

57 Great feel to school. My daughter has had excellent teachers. Good and very visible
leadership from headmaster.

12/17/2019 7:07 PM

58 Send provision is brilliant. 12/17/2019 6:57 PM

59 My child’s speech has progressed very well and Mrs Coleman has worked very hard with
him. The office staff are very welcoming. The school is very family orientated.

12/17/2019 6:39 PM

60 Balanced curriculum. Caring. Inclusive of all abilities (often to its own detriment in terms of
funding and resources).

12/17/2019 6:23 PM

61 Good PSA to support the school. Rain or shine,Mr Payne stands there in the playground at
the end of the day.

12/17/2019 5:32 PM

62 Mr Payne is an excellent headmaster and genuinely puts the children's needs first. This is
apparent in everything that he does.

12/17/2019 4:23 PM

63 Everything is fantastic. St James is a wonderful school and we are proud of being in the st
James family

12/17/2019 4:01 PM

64 Everybody ia ready to help 12/17/2019 3:46 PM

65 Passion, energy, creativity, fresh ideas. There is no evidence of complacency - all staff and
leadership appear to work very hard, with professionalism. St James is a fun community, and
I love the special efforts it goes to like playing music at drop-off, snow machine, etc!

12/17/2019 3:31 PM

66 Happy environment that children are eager, well in YR, to go to and learn without realising
that they are actually doing so

12/17/2019 3:26 PM

67 Creating a fun experience of learning and memorable e, periences for our children 12/17/2019 3:02 PM

68 Positive, friendly, enthusiastic team of staff, always willing to go the extra mile for the school,
its pupils and community

12/17/2019 2:57 PM

69 A welcoming, supportive, inclusive learning environment where children are encouraged and
feel valued as part of the school community. My children have great relationships with staff,
who take the time to get to know them and understand what they need.

12/17/2019 2:44 PM

70 See feedback on last page 12/17/2019 2:41 PM

71 The unity between everyone. The care and support. The family-feel. The education. The 12/17/2019 2:27 PM
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different opportunities the children have and experience. Making learning fun.

72 We love St James, the teachers, the staff, the family feel. The focus on love, learning and,
very importantly. laughter. We couldn’t recommend it highly enough. It has exceeded
expectations and we are delighted to be part of such a wonderful, warm school that while
educates at an excellent standard does it with humour and cheer. Thank you for another
fantastic year :)

12/17/2019 2:26 PM

73 family atmosphere, 12/17/2019 2:25 PM

74 Our children feel safe and well looked after at school. We are glad to see that recent school
events are focusing more on reducing waste and using less single use plastic items.

12/17/2019 2:25 PM

75 Great staff who go the extra mile or ten. Sense of fun, creativity, 12/17/2019 1:42 PM

76 Good communication Good teachers Good school routine 12/17/2019 1:35 PM

77 Giving each child an equal opportunity, working closely with parents and carers. 12/17/2019 1:34 PM

78 Teachers are engaged and excellent. Good focus on all subjects including sport Access to
extra curricular learning/clubs

12/17/2019 1:30 PM

79 Safe and happy 12/17/2019 1:23 PM

80 I think it has a family feel. It hasn't got caught up in all this zero tolerance no excuses rubbish
that other schools have. That they see and accept the children for who they are and show
patience and grace towards them. There behaviour isn't seen as a annoyance more of a
child having a need that hasn't been met and a oppituity to learn and grow and make better
choices next time The head has the biggest heart. I love his ideas of chickens, snow days,
and making things engaging and fun and learning comes eaisly from that. I love that there is
2 helpers in reception Mr Parsons gentle manner with the children

12/17/2019 1:14 PM

81 My childrens teachers are fantastic and the kids love coming to school. So much effort goes
into each topic and the worships and nativities.

12/17/2019 12:53 PM

82 activities, teaching, subjects, cleanliness, behaviour and enthusiasm instilled in children 12/17/2019 12:52 PM

83 Respect for the children's feelings. 12/17/2019 12:43 PM

84 I feel the teachers have genuinely got to know the children, even though they have only
been there a term, and feel they respond very well to their individual needs.

12/17/2019 12:37 PM

85 My child is happy to come to school each day and has good relationships with peers and
adults. Staff at the door and in the office are always approachable and friendly. My child is
motivated to learn and enjoys topic based learning. The website is regularly updated and
has lots of useful information on it.

12/17/2019 12:26 PM

86 A lovely community spirit. The event and fairs are fun and encourage everyone to get
involved. The sporting opportunities is what attracted us initially.

12/17/2019 12:18 PM

87 Getting children to learn at a much higher level 12/17/2019 12:15 PM

88 I feel there is a wish to create an environment where children are happy and tolerant which is
good to see. The range of clubs and residential trips that are offered throughout the year
groups is excellent and the teaching and support staff that give their time and energies for
this deserve huge credit.

12/17/2019 12:15 PM

89 great comms and great plays and a warm and positive place. Daughter loves your school
and I am very grateful for that

12/17/2019 12:06 PM

90 Caring environment, approachable and responsive staff. Excellent sporting opportunities
Opportunity to be involved in extra curricular activities outside school time.

12/17/2019 11:56 AM

91 St James' feels to me like an extension of our family. I trust the school 100% to take care of
my daughter during school hours. The teachers and TAs that I have met with over the years
know my daughter well and always give me very good feedback throughout the year. My
daughter wants to learn and absolutely LOVES going to school! We are now reaching the
end of the journey with St James' and I will be so sad to say goodbye, but I know that St
James' has given my daughter such a positive experience of learning that it will set the
course fantastically well for all of her future learning. Thank you.

12/17/2019 11:53 AM

92 Communication 12/17/2019 11:50 AM

93 Feel like home, Friendly 12/17/2019 11:48 AM

94 Most staff are supportive to the children and understand their individual needs and 12/17/2019 11:44 AM
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personalities. The children enjoy school and the activities available to them.

95 The children are happy. Teachers are excellent. 12/17/2019 11:41 AM

96 Great support for both parents and children, a whole different variety of activities the children
can access, a nurturing environment for all of the children.

12/17/2019 11:40 AM

97 The newer ways of learning are great. 12/17/2019 11:39 AM

98 St James is a positive school, I personally thing the school is spot on. 12/17/2019 11:39 AM

99 My child enjoys school. It is still a relatively small school as well. Please don't make it any
bigger.

12/17/2019 11:37 AM

100 Everyone is friendly 12/17/2019 11:36 AM

101 Teachers go above and beyond to make school life that little bit special. 12/17/2019 11:27 AM

102 Children from diverse background receive the same treatment. All are equal. Teachers are
positive and encouraging Mr Payne is open minded, creative and very positive towards the
children. It appears to be a happy and lively place to learn Activities and projects are both
fun and educational Staff and teachers are approachable, friendly and assertive.

12/17/2019 11:22 AM

103 Big efforts made for occasions eg. Christmas -dressing up music snow machine winter
wonderland

12/17/2019 11:20 AM

104 Keeping parents involved with everything 12/17/2019 11:19 AM

105 community feel and good communication about progress at school (marvelous
me/emails/parents evening)

12/17/2019 11:14 AM

106 Promoting Christian values The curriculum Additional curriculum activities Development of
children’s personal skills

12/17/2019 9:00 AM

107 Not making academic success central to everything. There is so much more to education.
You are definitely developing well-rounded and caring people of the future with a thirst for
knowledge and learning.

12/17/2019 7:54 AM

108 The enthusiastic staff are just amazing. I can't believe how committed they all are to the
future of the children. My child is academically pushed, but I have noticed the change in her
in confidence, positivity and engagement in the time since we have moved her to st James.

12/16/2019 9:29 PM

109 The encouragement for our Son and the building of his confidence. 12/16/2019 7:40 PM

110 In year one, I feel my child is well planned for and more and more seeing himself as a
learner

12/16/2019 7:35 PM

111 Amazing teachers. Really lovely team. Love how well the teachers know the kids and have
fun with them. I like the fun supportive side of st James. Like the Facebook and online
updates. Homework on line, parentmail updates.

12/16/2019 7:09 PM

112 Communication with parents is great, the Friday website update is very useful. I think the
school encourages a family feel across all year groups with activities such as year 5 buddies
for reception and watching each other's activities and psa events From parents evening I
really felt that the teacher knew my child and how to get the best out of them . It was great to
come in and see a phonics lesson. The fact there are rewards for attitude (the balloons) not
just aptitude is great.

12/16/2019 4:07 PM

113 Feeding back to us about literacy in journals. Reward. Website communication. Our child
has come on phenomenally since starting.

12/16/2019 11:04 AM

114 Everything 12/15/2019 10:19 PM

115 Child centred approach is appreciated. Well balanced curriculum. 12/15/2019 2:37 PM

116 Mrs Finnigan 12/14/2019 2:16 PM

117 Friendly teachers taking time to get to know the children 12/14/2019 1:23 PM

118 The children are so happy at St James’ learning is fun and all the staff are friendly and
supportive, providing a positive environment to aid the children’s development.

12/13/2019 10:23 PM

119 Good sense of community and lots of opportunities for parent engagement 12/13/2019 9:24 PM

120 I feel my child is doing well in her first year and teachers are supportive 12/13/2019 8:29 PM

121 All members of staff (from leaders to administrative staff) I've interacted with have been very
nice, have had smiles on their faces, have made time and effort with our child and make it a

12/13/2019 8:26 PM
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great place.

122 I love the flexibility of the head teacher and some of the teachers - how they take children's
individual differences into account. Very well done for not fighting parents who want to
exercise their legal right to part time schooling for children under the Compulsory School
Age. It benefited our child enormously! Well done for creating a great atmosphere of
children-centred safe place and for having teachers who make my child feel safe and happy.
Also... I love the green colour... and the small size of the school, as well as the beautiful
architecture of both school and St James church. Last but not least: great school library with
a beautiful big Gruffalo :D

12/13/2019 11:23 AM

123 Mr Payne is an excellent hands on head and always very positive and joyous 12/13/2019 6:18 AM

124 Every child is valued; ALL the teachers are fantastic; the chickens; Copper; beach school;
ARK;

12/13/2019 1:00 AM

125 I think one is the sport and music. 12/12/2019 5:41 PM

126 Having fabulous teachers. Creating a happy and nurturing environment for children to
develop and grow.

12/11/2019 7:44 PM

127 Parent contact seems great & responsive staff to parent queries or concerns 12/11/2019 2:00 PM

128 As stated previously excellent headmaster who has re-energised school and is clearly
passionate about his job. Nice community feel to school. Online payment system is huge
improvement.

12/11/2019 9:49 AM

129 Helping the children in what they’re comfortable in working in and making sure they’re
working environments are at a high standard.

12/10/2019 8:38 PM

130 Christian Faith Family values Individual needs Teaching Communication Professionalism
and high standards

12/10/2019 3:01 PM

131 The teachers/teaching assistants all seem very caring and kind. My child always seems
motivated to come to school and is excited and motivated by the teaching.

12/10/2019 2:47 PM

132 Kind, honest and caring with attention to all children across the board 12/10/2019 2:40 PM

133 Open honest communication and traditional warm environment for children 12/10/2019 2:40 PM
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Q24 And what could we improve on?  What haven't we got right yet?
Answered: 118 Skipped: 70
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 I’m sure there are improvements but I cannot think of any? The ParentMail payments has
been a big improvement and makes this process much easier.

1/14/2020 7:58 PM

2 You are brilliant as you are. thank you. 1/14/2020 12:01 PM

3 Tackling some of the more unpleasant kids 1/6/2020 3:17 PM

4 Not sure 1/4/2020 11:54 PM

5 Communication. I received so many emails in December-it's hard as a working parent to
keep track. There was some conflicting information. Mufti/not mufti. Tickets to be sent
back/ticket stubs to be sent back. £1 per ticket/£1 per 'strip' . Only a petty thing but as you're
doing so much right it's always good to have something to improve on! :) Also I feel that the
quiet hard working students like sometimes get overlooked for rewards. I appreciate it's very
easy to miss this though as a busy teacher with so many students to look after.

12/26/2019 5:50 PM

6 Children should be given equal opportunities to encourage participation. Achievements
should be equally recognised.

12/25/2019 10:24 PM

7 Not enough focus on academic targets in the upper school - not many opportunities to
reward consistent good behaviour

12/24/2019 1:32 PM

8 Children have no need/desire to try harder.. There are no consequences to anything.
Spelling tests should be back every week. More maths homework..

12/24/2019 11:25 AM

9 Would like to see more spaces at after school lego club 12/22/2019 8:05 PM

10 See answer 21 about INSET days always being Mondays and class worship Thurs. I have
missed every class worship as I work Thursdays and can't get time off during the school day.

12/22/2019 5:58 PM

11 More notice for working parents for attending things, buying costumes etc. would be
awesome! It's much better than it has been over the nine years I have been coming though :)

12/22/2019 3:21 PM

12 Timing of communication on events / mufti days 12/21/2019 9:10 PM

13 We are very happy and have no complaints our daughter is so happy to come to school
every day she is always positive about her time at the school and the staff!

12/21/2019 3:25 PM

14 Communication! It has improved in lots of respects but mufti days/events that require some
input/organisation from parents are still often very last minute when the event itself would
have been in the pipeline. Also, more timely open communication on important
issues/incidents may help manage speculation amongst parents. Homework feels as though
it is set for the sake of it rather than to add value to what is being learnt in class.

12/21/2019 10:19 AM

15 Communication could be better. Build on partnerships in the community. 12/21/2019 7:49 AM

16 In preparation for secondary school it would be good to see the children taking more
responsibility for getting their homework done. They don’t really seem to know when it’s due
or what exactly they need to do. It is on the website for parents to find but I feel the children
should be made more aware of what’s expected.

12/21/2019 6:47 AM

17 Pls can u have inset days on different days of the wk. The majority r on a Monday this year-a
day I work, pls can half b on a Friday.

12/21/2019 12:17 AM

18 An earlier Phonics support for reception children’s parents would have been helpful and look
for more opportunities for large local organisations to offer assistance to the school though
their good works programs.

12/20/2019 9:45 PM

19 Communication could be improved. Recently there seems to have been quite a few “last
minutes” emails.

12/20/2019 7:15 PM

20 more ICT, more feedback on the child's progress 12/20/2019 2:40 PM

21 Little things as we are very happy with the school. Better sun safety (expectation that kids
will wear hats during the sunny Summer days, encouragement to wear them for sports day
and school trips etc) - new drink bottle system has encouraged my children to drink more
water. Year 3 toilets still seem to be a problem. More language lessons. Probably a PTA
thing but the book swap that we had before the Summer was amazing.

12/20/2019 12:52 PM

22 I hope year 6 is stricter on uniform etc as the transition to avonbourne will be difficult! My
maths is an issue in our house for us a worksheet would be better.

12/20/2019 12:14 PM

23 Communication about subjects and progress could be improved. Much information only
becomes available via parents evenings, could details be made available electronically more

12/19/2019 10:11 PM
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frequently? This could help parents better tailor help outside of school to focus on specific
areas of development in a more targeted manner as the child develops.

24 Behaviour.. Stricter consequences for unacceptable behaviour. Clear policy needs to be in
place and communicated with children and adults. Clear message that this will not be
accepted. Use of bad language across the school especially by some members of year 6 is
shocking. This needs to be addressed as it seems to be filtering through the school. This I
understand is tricky but something needs to be done. More emphasis needed on academic
work. Get the basics nailed and underpinned and this can be built on. Streaming of subject
in Maths and English is needed and wanted. This treats the children as individuals with their
own needs. Children who need more help and time to grasp topics will receive this. Also
other children who need more challenging work to feel engaged and can grow as learners
can be given this. This avoids them getting bored or unchallenged. We are all different with
different skills and work in our own unique way. This I feel would help everyone as it gears
learning to each individual. More rewards / recognition for good behaviour. Reward the good
behaviour. Feel like some children who "just get on with it" can sometimes be overlooked. If
children see great behaviour is being applauded and rewarded other may follow this!

12/19/2019 6:59 PM

25 Communication via parent mail too short notice for things. 12/19/2019 5:03 PM

26 Supervision at break and lunch times. This can be when friendship issues can esculate. 12/19/2019 4:11 PM

27 I worry about low expectations for behaviour and the quality of work done by the children.
From looking at my child's books on parent's evenings over the years, I think the school can
do more to put the onus on the children to take care and pride in their work. I responded
earlier to say that my child feels safe in the school because they do. If the question was 'do I
feel my child is safe in school' then I'd respond negatively.

12/19/2019 2:35 PM

28 Uniform policy could be upheld more. 12/19/2019 1:08 PM

29 Communication is the only thing that concerns us. It feels that lots of information comes out
right at the last minute and it is then a real auto to juggle everything to be able to join in /
help etc. If things could be communicated even just a few days earlier, that would be a
lifesaver.

12/19/2019 10:39 AM

30 Be more considerate / accommodating of those parents who work full time - eg can’t get to
class presentations quickly - project outcomes could be listed with much more notice so you
can plan ahead Afterschool talks could be videoed and posted on line (don’t expect teachers
to work evenings or after 6pm when I’m free but I am never able to come in at 3.15 for
‘evening’ talks etc )

12/19/2019 6:48 AM

31 School clubs not starting until one - two weeks into term and finishing one week prior to
school finishing is unhelpful. More range of school clubs and activities that offer each each
group something everyday After school. A way to get messages to office:teachers when
dropping off at 115 breakfast club Arrow walkways to help congestion in reception drop off or
an alternative entrance for reception. Last minute communications in the run up to holiday
periods. Always work towards having a week or at least one weeks notice especially if
parents need to organise outfits etc - give a weekend in between to get help parents get
organised. Can we get a lollipop lady or warning lights on clarenence park road and road
behind reception before someone gets hurt. More regular inter school team sports
competition please - starting earlier from 7 years. Would prefer clearer simpler direction on
home studying - weekly homework sheets that cover spelling, English and Maths rather than
having to go to online sites. Both my sons go weeks without changing reading books.
Encourage children to take pride in their work and put in plastic folder to take home and put
important communications in here too - rather than screwed up pieces of paper. Consilus
that some issues/ topics should be always on as prevention rather than cure - for instance
bullying, inclusion - bullying was topically one year but dropped off now. Not sure how
healthy older children mixing with younger children in the playground is - my children are
hearing about vaping, got kicked. Can we do more to support zero plastics and perhaps get
bottle bricks started in school.

12/19/2019 12:47 AM

32 There is need to continually maintain a right balance and not lose the church identity or
focus on Jesus

12/19/2019 12:46 AM

33 More notice for some events, more structured daily homework, more structured and
intensive specific training for competitive events we enter, more severe punishment /
consequences for repeat / nuisance offenders

12/18/2019 11:27 PM

34 Nothing at moment 12/18/2019 10:52 PM

35 Keep going on the communication. Tough times with all the different media forms, and
personal preferences, but keep going. Not sure I agree with the dog in school - good for
some but not for all. Should we have a paid PSA member, who delegates / coordinates

12/18/2019 9:32 PM
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volunteers. Fix the letter box to the office. Provide bike parking so children can lock up their
bikes without having to wait for the gate to be opened. Let’s make cycling to school more
accessible. Some parents would cycle if they could lock up bikes before the first bell, not wait
for the gate to open. More music and non sporting activities celebrated.

36 Push the children to constantly challenge themselves. More homework which has the ability
to stretch.

12/18/2019 9:07 PM

37 I’m very impressed with the school and would recommend it to anyone. I would like to see
the ‘less likely’ children shine and be recognised more for their ‘small’ (yet huge)
achievements that take such effort, on many levels to achieve. What a wonderful boost to
their self esteem that would be. It would not only give them a greater determination and want
to do more, to gently push them to fulfil their potential but give them more of a reason to
want to come to school.

12/18/2019 8:58 PM

38 Communication- there is still a barrier to timely and standardised communication. Some
parents get MarvellousMe every week- I’ve had 3 this year. Requests for projects/ dress up/
money/ permission slips/ activities always feel rushed and last minute- which in turn puts
pressure on me (being selfish). There have been issues in year 6, which although I
appreciate can’t be discussed due to the children, does also cause anxiety. The kids come
home and tell us their version of a tale, which may or may not be correct and we haven’t had
my reassurance or communication from the school. An example of this is the kids being
spoken to and told they are one of the worst years you’ve had (their version), that they can’t
be controlled and are challenging- but there is nothing that comes home to parents to help
reinforce a message of behaviours or to enable us to assist in impressing messages to the
kids. Uniform - either have a uniform code or don’t- it makes a mockery of those of us that go
to the effort of making sure our kids adhere- at cost- to uniform code when others are able to
wear what they want. Homework- not looked at or peer marked which turns into a popularity
contest. If the kids are going to make an effort to do the homework- can it be acknowledged
in some way? My maths- again doesn’t appear to be marked or picked up on if there is a unit
they’ve struggled with (fallen down on marks)- I’ve asked my child to ask the teacher but he
doesn’t!

12/18/2019 8:38 PM

39 Communication with parents when something has happened in school relating to my child.
Also think about how children with SEND could be affecting the education of other children

12/18/2019 8:15 PM

40 Conflicting messages, sometimes staff members say one thing and parent mail says
another!? Eg. Mufti day

12/18/2019 7:53 PM

41 More structured information at parents evening, 10 minutes isn’t long. My YR 2 parents
evening was full of information however I felt in contrast my YR5 was lacking (both were new
teachers)

12/18/2019 5:54 PM

42 The odd issue in the playground 12/18/2019 3:59 PM

43 Weekly Spelling tests. 12/18/2019 3:55 PM

44 Communication is so much better but we can always look for ways to improve further. 12/18/2019 3:40 PM

45 Access to Paying Clubs 12/18/2019 3:13 PM

46 more sports 12/18/2019 10:21 AM

47 When there are incidents, there are worried parents and kids waiting for news and directions.
In those circumstances there should be a lot more communication coming through

12/18/2019 8:58 AM

48 Homework clarity 12/18/2019 7:05 AM

49 Since we joined, there has been so many mufti days, which I do not quite understand why
and how it functions. Also potentially discrimination towards those children who do wear
uniform on that day (identified as someone who does not contribute).

12/18/2019 4:26 AM

50 Only a slight improvement would be the afterschool clubs, I think there could be a few more. 12/18/2019 3:25 AM

51 Nothing I have picked up on. 12/17/2019 9:09 PM

52 I recently acquired some China cups for use at School functions, so was disappointed to see
that disposables were being used at The Nativity plays. But, I do know that storage is a huge
problem- it also is apparent with the second hand uniform- there is never enough space. I
think a new storage area would very beneficial. Perhaps there could be a fund raiser to raise
funds for it... if you can find space. I feel that the children should be doing more sports.
Personally, I think it should be at least 3 times a week. It’s just so good for them to get
outside and do some disciplined exercise. I also feel there should be more emphasis On
arrive and creativity. I know they do some craft, but actually giving them specific lessons

12/17/2019 8:48 PM
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aimed at widening their artistic thoughts. I think there is a lunchtime art club, but would love
to see an after school one too??!! Would also love to have more music at pick up and drop
offs. It gives such a lovely atmosphere. Maybe every Friday morning would be nice! That’s it.
Thanks.

53 Lunch breaks are too rushed and children don’t have time to put coats away before going to
the lunch hall. Communication sometimes an issue. Parents not informed of things until the
last minute.

12/17/2019 8:40 PM

54 Nothing at present 12/17/2019 8:07 PM

55 Could engage more with town wide events like arts by the sea and sustainability agenda -
stuff promoted by the council. Could be more variety in after school clubs like lego etc

12/17/2019 7:19 PM

56 More timely notifications. School notices are always last minute. If more time was given I
could attend and do more. Too often multiple emails/messages with corrections.

12/17/2019 7:07 PM

57 Uniform!! Lots of children appear to be wearing uniform which isn’t in the policy....ie
cardigans without the yellow trim, grey skirts, black trousers. Our uniform is unique and
smart and should be adhered to.

12/17/2019 6:57 PM

58 I am concerned the behaviour in year 1 may get in the way of my child’s educational visits.
When in reception they didn’t go out on a visit. A very expensive farm came to them. I feel it
is very important for his education to get out into the community and to experience
educational visits.

12/17/2019 6:39 PM

59 Uniform (lack of correct) tolerance is too slack. The uniform issue (and other issues) being
too slack is not doing the children justice in terms of preparing them for the real world. Senior
schools and work places are not as laissez faire.

12/17/2019 6:23 PM

60 Watch the kids at play time.,mine came hurt, couple of times in this term.,yet no reports from
school.

12/17/2019 5:32 PM

61 Nothing 12/17/2019 4:01 PM

62 Communication between school and parents could be much improved, and particularly
around serious or important issues. In such instances, communication has been confusing
and lacking the facts that parents need and want to know. It is also critical that parents feel
their voices and concerns are being heard, and acted upon (particularly in relation to the
issues currently facing year one). Important emails sometimes have a much longer response
time than is appropriate. I would suggest a traffic light system for emails, maybe through the
school website to direct named recipients (instead of via office which feels less private),
whereby important and time sensitive emails get looked at and responded to within 24 hours,
and less urgent ones relating to lost property etc get a response within 5 working days, for
example. I also find updates on my child's progress are very seldom. I think I have had a
total of 5 pieces of feedback via the Marvellous Me app all term. I have never had a single
'incident' report either, even though there have been some. I think it is important that parents
see evidence of these too.

12/17/2019 3:31 PM

63 More encouraging support from the senco. With more courses available to parents of sen
children.

12/17/2019 3:02 PM

64 Some earlier communication of areas which children need to work on, and mechanisms for
monitoring how these are being delivered.

12/17/2019 2:44 PM

65 Less, but more effective communication. Seem to get inundated with parentmail notifications
and hard to keep up More notice on things that are happening. For example one week’s
notice for parents evening is hard when we are both working. Surely these things can be
planned months in advance? Same with school trips and requests for help etc

12/17/2019 2:41 PM

66 Call me old fashioned but I would really like the children to have traditional homework set (in
a book) for their different subjects rather than using just the online softwares like mymaths.

12/17/2019 2:27 PM

67 Our only concern was over Mrs Lees, as agreed by other parents over the last year or so.
She has continued to be overly critical, overly bossy and unnecessarily authoritarian during
her lunch duties. Various parents have agreed their children have come home upset by her
“telling them off” for little reason ie: a child saying hello to someone in a different year. Surely
this doesn’t promote kindness or love? A number of times my child came home last year
upset because with how Mrs Lees had dealt with a situation and been overly authoritarian in
the classroom also. We’d like to point out how happy we are with the rest of the teachers /
staff who are warm and kind to both children and parents. Thank you St James. Keep up the
fantastic work!

12/17/2019 2:26 PM

68 more education on emotional social behaviour towards each other 12/17/2019 2:25 PM
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69 Reducing waste and recycling at school, after school lunches in particular. Less sweets and
single use plastic items as rewards in school and after school clubs (the children will be
happy to attend without these rewards, lego club for example). It would be great if the school
could go for the "Plastic Free Status" as a few others shcools have done in the area. St.
James is already doing a good job with regards to the environment awareness projects,
winning awards etc. A plastic free status would be a final push for the school to become the
change that we need to see now.

12/17/2019 2:25 PM

70 Staff are not telling parents when their children are being struck by other children or when
they are exposed to violent and disruptive behaviour. Secrecy around this type of stuff
therefore affecting trust. In denial about suitability of our classrooms for high-need individuals
to the detriment of those children's possible development and also to rest of class. Kitchen in
main hall is disgustingly dirty, unorganised and unkept.

12/17/2019 1:42 PM

71 N/A 12/17/2019 1:35 PM

72 Nothing that springs to mind. 12/17/2019 1:34 PM

73 Communication with individual parents/classes when significant events happen. 12/17/2019 1:30 PM

74 Ensue higher achievers, challengle more able kids to elicit their potential 12/17/2019 1:23 PM

75 There seems to be a bullying situation. Especially the children in year 2. My son constantly
has problems and says he tells the teachers /TAs but they dont seem to help. I think they
need particular attention on break and lunch when theyre left to thier own devices. This is
the only time either of my children experience problems. More staff should be on duty on the
playground and should look around for bullying issues. I witness the staff often seeming
completely oblivious about whats happening around them (occasionally I watch from the car
for a few minutes if I see my child in the playground). Also, maybe some activities would help
even just simple things like a very long skipping rope with a TA at each end, etc.

12/17/2019 12:53 PM

76 as mentioned in Q21 12/17/2019 12:52 PM

77 More regular individual feedback. 12/17/2019 12:43 PM

78 Information is sometimes communicated at the last minute and it would be helpful to have
more advance notice, however, I appreciate that school is very busy and this is not always
possible.

12/17/2019 12:26 PM

79 It’s very early days so not sure. Our child seems pretty happy and is making good progress
so you can’t be doing much wrong.

12/17/2019 12:18 PM

80 My grandson hand writing with left hand I do make him write things but always looks like
spiders across the page

12/17/2019 12:15 PM

81 Communications from school often appear confused / disorganised as a parent. Many emails
sent out via parent mail which are then corrected or changed in subsequent emails. We have
also experienced the incorrect report details and log-in coming home with our students. What
I have heard from my own children and also from staff I know at the school, and personal
experience has given me cause to be concerned at the amount of poor behaviour at the
school and the lack of basic discipline which is disrupting learning and creating a poor
environment at break times. My own child has been on the receiving end of bullying and
when I spoke to the teacher that had taken over the class, I was told that the behaviour had
been very poor and that the class had few boundaries. This obviously greatly concerned me.
I have also witnessed poor and rude behaviour of older students laughing at younger
students performing in a school event. No senior leader was present to deal with this and
some parents even had to intervene.

12/17/2019 12:15 PM

82 see answer to question 21 sorry - put my thoughts there ++ a bit more Kings Park time. I
haven't see you as much this year in it as I did in previous years.

12/17/2019 12:06 PM

83 Less emphasis on wider curriculum and Christianity and more on basics eg spellings, maths,
science.

12/17/2019 11:56 AM

84 When things have gone wrong, I do think on occasion the school could be more proactive in
engaging with the parents to ensure the lines of communication are open. I'm thinking
specifically over the past few years when a) my daughters class teacher was suspended -
this was a very unsettling time for all concerned I'm sure, however the lack of clarity meant
that unfortunately gossip and speculation took over, which I believe could have been avoided
with some clear communication from the school and b) more recently the issues with regards
to knives and vaping by some pupils resulting in some parents being informed via social
media of behavioural problems at the school. Again I feel that this situation could have been
handled better by the school.

12/17/2019 11:53 AM
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85 External decoration of the school paintwork needs tidying up. Gives a poor first impression. 12/17/2019 11:50 AM

86 Mixed messages over environmental issues (reception are getting balloons again which are
really bad for the environment), Christmas tree needs to be real and offer a habitat to
animals that the children can watch grow rather than using a tree that had been chopped
down and presumably costs quite a lot of money each year... More notice when children
need to provide outfits etc and clear messages about what is required (asked to provide
specific coloured clothes for Christmas so went out and bought these as we had nothing at
home, then school provided a costume!) Homework should have some value places on it, we
encourage our children to do their homework and take pride in it but there never seems to be
much feedback to them on how much effort they have made. Often it seems to be peer
marked which is just a popularity contest and my children have come home upset on more
than one occasion as no one has given them a comment despite them working really hard.
Not sure if there is even a consequence if you don’t do it at all?!

12/17/2019 11:44 AM

87 Why at parents evening am i not allowed to know which groups my children are in for
phonics, maths, english. How am i supposed to know how my child is progressing. Why oh
why are reception children still entering and leaving through a side gate. The conjestion is
very bad, parents are having to queue in places not designed for queuing, there are parents
with buggies who cannot get past, we have disabled parents whos journey is hampered, the
large green gate is an accident waiting to happen, i have witnessed a small child nearly
squashed by the gate. The area is not designed for such conjestion. Any benefit to the
reception children is surely outweighed by these negatives.

12/17/2019 11:41 AM

88 Nothing brilliant school deserves a lot more credit then they receive. 12/17/2019 11:40 AM

89 I don’t see there are enough support staff in the classes (that need it) putting extra pressure
on teachers when behaviour is having to be dealt with and quieter children get left to deal
with themselves

12/17/2019 11:39 AM

90 I can honestly say I have nothing but praise for St James. 12/17/2019 11:39 AM

91 Plant a Christmas tree! I wouldn't like to imagine the cost each year. I would prefer the
budget spent on educational needs and not pomp and ceremony. The school doesn't need to
be sparkly and "look at me" it's a school not a stage production.

12/17/2019 11:37 AM

92 Give parents a bit more notice about things. I don't find the calender very easy to view (most
likely my phone) and sometimes you only get a few days notice to sort something out,
especially if it requires getting costumes ready or needing to arrange time off work (class
worship)

12/17/2019 11:27 AM

93 Nothing, we think you're doing great. thanks for a brilliant year :) 12/17/2019 11:22 AM

94 Some children with extra help seem to get more benefits than the other children maybe
change that .. eg mentioning activities done separately to other children

12/17/2019 11:20 AM

95 More information about progress 12/17/2019 9:00 AM

96 When it's raining heavily please can the children be let into school before 0830? 12/17/2019 7:54 AM

97 Take your eco values further and bring them into the community more. 12/16/2019 9:29 PM

98 Nothing at present. 12/16/2019 7:40 PM

99 It is a shame to offer a platform such as marvellous me and not really use it. Also lunch time
clubs would be great, for those who cannot attend after school clubs.

12/16/2019 7:35 PM

100 I dont have much to comment on other than would love to see the quiter kids noticed
encouraged more. I've seen 4 nativities and same kids always stood at the side without
lines. And maybe get books out earlier at the start of time. Me and kids are most focused
when we go back to school in September but it seems to take a couple of weeks to get the
first reading book.

12/16/2019 7:09 PM

101 Communication-sometimes by website, sometimes by ParentMail, sometimes by school
calendar/newsletter but not consistent across all 3

12/16/2019 5:48 PM

102 In the first few weeks of a child in reception I think parents want more info on how their child
is doing. Just chats at the end of the school day which I know is hard to manage but after pre
school we all just crave info on how they are really doing. After a month we all settle down!!!
I'd like to see the kids doing pe at LEAST twice a week as they are meant to. They change
for pe once a week but rarely twice. Personally I think there should be sport everyday but the
government disagrees!

12/16/2019 4:07 PM

103 More shelter at pick up. :) 12/16/2019 11:04 AM
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104 When raining let kids go into school as there wet for the rest of day! 12/15/2019 10:19 PM

105 Homework, the effectiveness of project based homework or any h/w is questionable. Comms
via the office, often unclear, sometimes unapproachable. An open classroom during the
spring term to view children's books and speak to teachers informally about progress.
Waiting until the summer term for parents evening is too late. Dress up days, yr 5 have had a
dressing up day each half term, two of those have been on the first day back to school. I
realise you can't please all children but for those who don't like dressing up and also find it
hard coming back to school after a holiday this does not make a good or easy start to the
term. Maybe children could attend in uniform and bring an optional outfit to change into
during the day if they wish. Personally i think dress up days cause children some anxiety and
straight after a holiday is not the best time. I appreciate it's the hook for a project but just
want to put children's voice across.

12/15/2019 2:37 PM

106 More playground staff , Teach children diversity and kindness 12/14/2019 2:16 PM

107 More communication about children's progress. Tapestry not updated for my child since one
month ago.

12/14/2019 1:23 PM

108 Previous comment about ParentMail. Works really well to keep informed and make
payments but it’s annoying to be sent repeat reminders about things you are not giving
permission for or do not wish to purchase

12/13/2019 9:24 PM

109 I think you might be able to improve the use of digital technology in how you communicate
with parents. It is far from bad - please don't take this as criticism. It's evident that the school
is actively working on improving it (which is great to see), but there are still some areas
which could be better. I wondered: - Do you have a strategy / plan for your the of digital
services? What things will be covered by ParentMail or Tapestry or on the website or on
Facebook? And what else might you be able to use to communicate effectively? - Have you
communicated that plan and sought feedback about digital communication from parents to
hear what they want (beyond this survey)? I do use parentmail already (and I'm encouraged
to see that being used for more things (e.g. meal payment), but I've also scripted something
to tell me when the Reception Page changes so that I can read the weekly updates without
having to manually check the site for an important/interesting update. Happy to offer my
perspective in person if any help is needed (Rich Brantingham).

12/13/2019 8:26 PM

110 Maths lunch time club - we gave up on it as it was just screen time in front of the computer. I
would love to see more science/ biology/ maths but play-based rather than computer-based,
where children interact with each other and the teacher, not the screen.

12/13/2019 11:23 AM

111 Inform parents if there are issues with the children at school ie if there are friendship issues
and meetings are called the parents need to be informed and involved . Security still on
children coming out of school at the end of the day and accessing the playground across the
public path...children seem to be just wandering around with teacher out front ..anyone could
come up the path and take a child and no one would be aware,

12/13/2019 6:18 AM

112 Time for the children to eat their lunch, they need to refuel - even if it means that school
finishes a bit later, 3.20?? The day is very busy and intense for them. Are higher ability pupils
really stretched and challenged in lessons??

12/13/2019 1:00 AM

113 Strictness 12/12/2019 5:41 PM

114 Options for reception after school clubs rather than just 115. 12/11/2019 2:00 PM

115 More discipline for unruly children. 12/11/2019 9:49 AM

116 My child has loved the last 7 years at St James but some of the incidents that have
happened with some of the pupils in their year group I don’t think have been handled in the
more strict side of punishments when they have deserved that.

12/10/2019 8:38 PM

117 It would be nice to have more fed back about how our child is getting on in the early
reception days as this is a big change from preschool. First parents evening was very
overwhelming (sensory) as a whole school.

12/10/2019 2:47 PM

118 Nothing I can think of 12/10/2019 2:40 PM


